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Abstract

This paper describes the Intentional Planning Sys-
tem(ItPlanS) an incremental, hierarchical planner
that uses a series of experts to develop plans. This
system takes seriously tile concept of the context sen-
sitivity of actions while working in a resource bounded
framework.

Introduction
Consider the action of an agent opening its hand while
holding an object. Suppose that the agent performs
this action in two different situations. In the first sit-
uation, the object in the agent’s hand is supported by
some other object. In the second situation, the object
is not supported. If the agent opens its hand in the first
situation, the object will be stacked on tile supporting
object. However, if the agent performs the action in
the second situation, the object will fall and possibly
break.

This example highlights the effect that context can
have on action. In many planning systems (McAllester
& Rosenblitt 1991; Sacerdoti 1974; Tate 1977), in order
to use the hand opening action for both of these effects,
the system would need to havc two separate actions,
one for stacking and one for dropping. But creating
more actions, will increase the branching factor at each
node of the planner’s search space. Many planners will
have to consider each of the actions, increasing their
runtime. This solution also seems to conflict with our
intuitions that there is something the same about the
stacking action and the dropping action that is not
being captured.

It is therefore surprising, that until recently the
building of "different" actions to accomplish differ-
ent effects has been seen as a legitimate solution to
the dilemma of conditioual effects. This was a re-
sult of the fact that early planning systems did not
distinguish between an action and its effects. In
fact, any planning system with traditional STRIPS
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style action representations (Fikes & Nil,~on 1971;
Nilsson 1980), has this problem.

This problem with the traditional STRIPS style
representation of actions is not a new observation.
In introducing conditional effects to actions, re-
searchers (Pednault 1987; Schoppers 1987) have ac-
knowledged that context is relevant to dctermining
the effects of an action, and accepted that actions can
have wildly differing effects depending on the context
of their execution. However their solutions to the prob-
lern have been inadequate.

One solution (Pednault 1987) has been to add "sec-
ondaxy" preconditions to capture the "conditional" ef-
fects that actions have. Unfortunately this solution is
little more than a theoretically sound version of cre-
ating separate actions for different effects. Thus, this
kind of frame work gives a formal language to talk
about conditional effects of actions but does not pro-
vide a practical solution for how to plan using them.
It also rcjects thc flmdamental realization that all of
an actions effects arc context dependent.

Other researchers (Agre 1988; Chapman 1987;
Schoppers 1987) have solved the problems of the con-
text sensitivity of action effects by considcring all pos-
sible world states and deciding before hand the "cor-
rect action." Whilc these systems do work, once built
they lack flexibility since the "correct action" cannot
be changed at runtimc. They have traded off-line time
and flexibility for context sensitivity mid reaction time.
For some applications this exchange is unacceptable.

This paper will discuss the intentional planning sys-
tem (ItPlanS), a plarmer that takes the context sensi-
tivity of the effects of action seriously in the light of
bounded rational agency without, the failings of either
of the two previous mentioned solutions. Three issues
are central to the design of ItPlanS: (1) building default
plans by using preference information given by inten-
tions, (2) using situated reasoning about the results 
actions to predict the effects of action, and (3) using
experts to patch and optimize plans. This paper will
discuss how each of these ideas plays a role in ltPlanS,
and thcn discuss how ItPlanS provides a solution to
the problems of context dcpcndent effects of actions.
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Examples used ill this paper come from the first do-
main that ItPlanS has been used in: a "’two-handed"
blocks world.

ItPlanS Overview
ItPlanS is an incremental, hierarchical planner simi-
lar to McDermott’s (McDermott 1978) NASL system
and Georgeff’s (Georgeff &:." Lansky 1987) PRS. ltPlanS
produces its plans by performing an incremental, left-
to-right, depth-first expansion of a set of intentions.
This process is incremental in that the system only
expands its intentions to the point where it knows
the next action that should he performed. [tPlanS
then evaluates the initial plan to verify that ill fact
it will achieve the agent’s intentions and patches ally
problems that. it finds. In tim final phase of plan-
ning experts are called to suggest improvements to
the existing partial plan. When this optimization
phase is complete, the action is performed and It-
Plans resumes the expansion process to determine the
next action. This incremental expansion-verification-
patching-optimization-execution loop is continued un-
til all of the system’s intentions are achieved. The fol-
lowing four sections of the paper will examine in detail
each of these processes in detail.

It is reasonable to ask at this point, why not build
complete plans? Simply put, the answer is speed and
resource use. ItPlanS was designed to work in envi-
ronments where an agent may have to act on partial
knowledge, where it does not. have sufficient knowledge
of the world or the effects of its actions on the world
to build a complete plan. In these situations an agent
must plan forward from the current world state, ini-
tially expanding those actions that it plazJs on taking
first.

Intention Expansion
ltPlanS distinguishes between two kinds of intentions:
positive and negative. Positive intentions rcpresent
those actions that the agent is committed to perform-
ing or those states that the agent is committed to per-
forming actions to bring about. Negative intentions,
in contrast, represent those actions or states that the
agent has a commitment not to bring about. For exam-
ple, the system might have a negative intention toward
breaking objects. In the rest of this paper "intentions"
will be used to refer to positive intentions except, were
explicitly stated otherwisc or obvious from context.

In ltPlanS, intentions are more than just a represen-
tation of the system’s commitments to act, they also
order the actions that the system considers in fulfill-
ing its commitrncnts. For example, if an agent has an
intention to stack a block on top of another block, the
agent shouldn’t start the process of building a plan to
achieve this by considering the action of jumping up
and down. In general, there ~e a small number of
actions that under "normal" conditions will result in
the stacking of one block on top of another. Resource
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bounded systems must give preference to these actions
in their planning deliberations.

ltPlanS uses this kind of preference information to
br,ild an initial plan. Each positive intention in tire sys-
tem provides a preference ordering for t hc actions that
(’an be used to achieve it. Notice that. this kind of
preference ordering should be sensitive to conditions
that change in the environment. However. since the
determination of the conditior,s that would cause such
changes are beyond the scope of this research, tire or-
derings provided by intentions in ltPlanS are fixed.

ItPlanS ir, itially expands an intention by using the
first action in the preference ordering. Having decided
on an action to achieve the given int~’ntion the system
adds this action and expansion to the plan and contin-
ues the expansion process by considering the lehmost
sub-intention of the expansion. This process continues
until a "basic" or primitive action is reac.h~,d. Tt,us. the
system rapidly develops a default plan of action rather
than examining all of the possible actions to determine
an b,itiai plan that. is guaranteed to work.

For example, a left-handed agent would in general
prefer to pick up objects with its left. hand over its
right. Thus the default plan for picking up objects calls
fi)r the use of the left hand. Obviously this plan will be
suboptimal if the left hand is in use. llowever, ItPlanS
buihts this initial plan and leaves the correclion of the
hand choice to later processing, preferring instead to
develop art initial plan ms rapidly a.s possible.

Verification of the Initial Plan
Having selected defer,It action expansions, the system
has no guarantee that the plan developed will res, lt in
the achievement of the system’s intentions. To yetiS’
this, the system performs a limited, siLualed simulation
of the actions at each level of decomposition in the
plan. This simulation determines (1) if the action will
satisfy the positive intention giw:n the current world
state and (2) if there are problems created by the action
choic~,s that have been made.

There are two important features of this simulation.
First, since the planning process is irrcremental, this
simulation takes place while the system is confronted
with the actual world state in which the action will bc
carried out. Thus, the system doesn’t riced to maintain
a complex world model. It has immediate access t.o tile
state in which the action will be performed, and its
simulation can therefore bc specific to the situation at
hand. This allows the simulation to predict even |.hose
effects that are the result of the context.

Second, since this simulation is hal,pening for each
action in the decomposition the simulation can take
place at different levels of abstraction. For ,:xample.
consider tl,e case of simulating tl,e action move(x, y).
The sim,lation of the action can yield information that
block x is over y without providing exact coordinates.
Thus, simul~tion can be limited to only the "’relevant"
i n form at ion.
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This simulation provides more information than sim-
ply confirming that an action will satisfy a given inten-
tion. The simulation will also reveal conflicts with the
negative intentions. For example, suppose the system
has a negative intention toward actions that result in
things being broken. Further, suppose the action to be
simulated is move(x,y) and there is another block 
x. The simulation would show that by moving x the
block on top of it may fall thus conflicting with the neg-
ative intention. These conflicts are flagged and stored
for repair by a later expert. See the next section.

The simulation also allows the system to notice when
the performance of an action will invalidate a previ-
ously achieved goal. Again this condition is noted and
stored for repair by an expert. Thus, the simulation
phase answers three questions. First, will the action
satisfy the intention? Second, will the action conflict
with existing negative intentions? Finally, will the ac-
tion clobber an already achieved intention?

Initial Plan Correction Experts
Having simulated the actions and stored the possible
problems, ItPlanS enters the plan correction phase of
its algorithm. In this phase experts are called to cor-
rect the problems that were noticed in the simulation.
Each of these experts is expected to provide complete
changes to the plan to solve the problem.

By changing a node in the plan, the expansion of
that node becomes irrelevant to the goal. Therefore
an expert is required to provide not only the changes
to a single node but a new partial plan from that node
down to the level of primitive actions. As a resvlt any
change suggested by an expert that would alter the
previously decided upon next action to be taken, will
provide a new "next action." This guarantees that the
agent always has some action to take if it is called on
to act.

Move (x, y)

I
LeftGoto (y)

Figure 1: Simulation Failure: before

ltPlanS currently has two such "problem correcting"
experts: an expert for resolving negative intention con-
flicts, and an expert for altering a plan when the action
is found not to satisfy the given intention. The results
of these experts can best be appreciated through an ex-
anlple. Consider Figure I in which the system has the
intention to move(x,y). The system’s default plan for
achieving this goal is simply moving its left hand to y.
This would be a perfectly reasonable plan, assuming
that x were in its left hand. However this is not the
case.

Since the block is in the right hand, the simulation

phase will notice this problem and the simulation fail-
ure expert will be called. This expert is called any time
an action in the plan is simulated and found to not
satisfy its intention. This expert first looks for other
possible methods of achieving the intention by simply
searching along the preference ordering list that was
used to select the action. In this case, the next ac-
tion the system has in its preference ordering is mov-
ing the right hand. Since this does satisfy the inten-
tion to move(x,y) the expert can replace the intention
to execute LeftGoto(y) by an intention to perform
a PdghtGoto(y) (Figure 2) and remove the problem
from the list of simulation failures so that the next
expert can he called.

WORLD:

(x)InRlghtHand 1

Move (x, ¥)

I
RightGoto (y)

Figure 2: Simulation Failure: after

Note that, if no action were found in the preference
ordering that would have satisfied the intention, then
the expert would appeal to a difference minimization
strategy to identify what was preventing the original
action from satisfying the intention. Having identified
the needed conditions, the expert would have added
the achievement of these conditions to the intention
structure.

The negative intention conflict resolution expert
works in a similar manner, preferring to find another
way to achieve a given intention over changing the
world to allow the action to succeed. All of the process-
ing that has been described so far has been designed
to produce plans that achieve a desired intention. The
next section discusses optimizing these plans so that
the intentions are achieved efficiently.

Optimizing the Expansion
Consider an agent with two intentions, to pick up an
object and to throw it into the garbage. The agent
is capable of picking up the object with either hand.
Suppose it chooses its left. Suppose further, that the
object is directly in front of the agent but the garbage
can is to the agent’s right. Clearly, it would be easier
for the agent to throw the object into the garbage can if
it were picked up with the right hand. However, there
is no way for a planning system to make this hand
choice determination without "looking-ahead" to the
next intention.

It should be clear that the plan expansion and patch-
ing described so far only take into account the intention
to be expanded or satisfied and the state of the world.
Thus, the initial plan produced by the system does not
consider possible optimizations that could be made on
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the basis of future intentions. ’l’h,’se kinds of changes
are the prerogative of the optimizing experts.

Optimizing Experts
This work has identified and implenmnted three such
optimizing experts. The first is an expert in ]land se-
lection, while the other two are forms of what Pol-
lack (Pollack 1991) has termed intentional overloadi,g.
Ilowever, before discussing specific optimizing experts,
a more detailed description of the operation of these
optimizers will be given.

When an optimizing expert is called, it is given ac-
(’ess to the system’s positive intentions, negative inten-
tions, the world state, and the memory of previously
taken actions. Thus, each expert h~ access to all of the
information that the initial planning algorithm had.
Notice that the changes that an optimizer suggests may
make commitments about the hlture. For some opti-
mizations to have their desired effect, not only must
the current action bc performed in a particular man-
her, but the system mu.~t also commit to pcrformi,g
other actions i, the flutuTv. For an exaznple of this, see
the section on implemented optimizing cxperts. After
each expert finishes, the changes it suggests are made.
The expert may then be. called again to suggest further
changcs or a different expert m~, be called.

Bounding Look-Ahead in Optimizers
The optimizers implc:mcnted in ItPlanS only look "’one
step ahead." That. is, while the expert is provided with
all of the system’s positiw, intentions, at each level of
an "intention tree" they only consider the intention be-
ing expanded and that intcntion’s next right-sibling i,
nmking its decisions. This limitation is not as confining
as it might appear. Since intentions are hierarchical,
the "one-step look-ahead" encompcmscs more and more
of the system’s inte,ttions as one moves up through the
intention structure.

Still, one might argue: that experts couhl easily be
desigr,’d with a two, l]tree or more step horizon. How-
ever, building experts with an unbound look-ahead
would allow ltPlanS to develop a (’omplctc pin, for
the achievel,mnt of its intentions before eugaging in
action in the world. This is unacceptable. If ItPlanS is
to be incremental, tim look-ahead of experts must be
bounded. This limit has been set at one. not because
the only productive optimizations will be found within
this bound, but rather because it is a simple place to
start looking for optimization techniques.

Implemented Optimizing Experts

The simplest of the optimizers i,nplementcd so far uses
lm look-ahead; it only looks at the current plan and
previously ~chicved goals. This expert makes (:hanges
to decisions about hand choice made in the initial plan.
For example, in Figure 3. the system has an inte,tion
to get block x (Get(x)) which it has already satisIicd,
and an intention to get block y (Gc:t(y)) whi<:h it is 

tile process of satisfyiug. As before, the default plan

PLAN: (get: (x~

LeftGoto (y) LeftGrasp (y)

WORLD: ZnLegtHand(x) RightHemd,Empty 

Figure 3: Hand Choice Optimization: beibre

for getting y involves the use of the left hand.
When simulating Get(y), ItPlanS recognizes that

the action will have to violate Get(x), and flags this.
If the violation is not fixed, hPlanS would build a plan
to empty the left Iland in order to get y. However, since
the hand choice optimizer is called before this happens,
it recognizes this as a situation in which the use of the
right hand will simplify the overall plan. ’l?herefor(~. it
suggests the change to the plan shown in Figure 4.

PLAN:

Gee(x) Oet(y)

RightGoto(y) RightGrasp(y)

[WOIC~D: InLeftHand(x} RightHandEmPty ]

Figure 4: Hand Choice Optimization: after

Pollack uses the term i,ztrulional o~,crloading to <le-
scribe the use of a si,gle intention to fulfill multiple
parts of a plan. In ltP]anS, this concept is broken into

GeI(x) Break(x)
LeftGrasp(x)

Figure 5: Overloading Example: initial

two fimctional (’a,ses. First, the same single illtcntion
can occur in multiple places in a plan such thai. the,
achievement of both occurrences can be accomplished
l)y a single action. For exa~nple, in Figure 5 the sys-
tem is give, the intentions to gel. an object and then
to break it. The intention of getting an object can
be achicved by two different actions: grasping tin- ob-
ject in the right hand or grasping the objccl i. the
leh. hand. Suppose initially the system decides on tile
left hand. Now suppose that the action of breaking an
object involves placing the object in the agent’s right
hand and crushing it. By calling the intentio, over-
Ioadiug expert, the system can recognize that grasping
the obj,:ct is tile only step in "getting" it. and the lirst
step in bre,aking it. Thus, the two intentions to grasp
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Figure 6: Overloading Example: optimized

the given object can be collapsed into a single intention
if the system initially picks up the object with the right.
hand (Figure 6). Notice that the change suggested 
the expert does expand the intention to break the ob-
ject.

The second type of overloading is where the action
that is ctmsen to fulfill a given intention has the effect,
of satisfying another intention in the plan. For ex-
aanple the action of stacking a block on another block
also satisfies the intention of emptying the hand. In
the first case tile same intention exists i. two places
in the agent’s intention structure in such a way that
they can both be achieved at the same time. In tile
second case, the effects of satisfying one intention also
satisfy a second intention. In one case ItPlanS looks
for multiple occurrences of the same intention and in
the other it compares the effects of various actions with
other future intentions.

The Anytime Implementation

ItPlanS is currently implemented in LISP as an any-
time algorithm and has worked in two problem do-
mains: a two handed blocks world and in the Soda Jack
project (Geib, Levison, & Moore 1994) as a high-level
planner for an animated Soda-Jerk.

This algorithm has been implemented in an anytime
format in the following manner. First the default plan
is created and the simulation/verification process is run
once, experts are then run in an anytime format with
each one contributing an improvement to the plan.
The plan verification process is run between the ex-
perts to guarantee that the plan will work and that
any problems with the suggested changes are noticed.
Thus, while the experts are improving the plan a base
plan has been established which the experts can im-
prove, tlowever, anytime after the default plan is ere-
ated the system can be halted and will have an action
that can be performed.

The existence of the list of problems created by the
simulation phase of the algorithm suggests a "final ex-
pert" that might be added to the algorithm. When the
algorithm is terminated, a final expert could be invoked
to check the list of known problems with the current.
plan of action. If one or more of these problems were
significant, the "final expert" would haw; the option
of executing the action called for by the plan or doing
nothing and waiting for the next opportunity to act.
Such an expert has not yet been added to the system.

Discussion
In some sense, ItPlanS finesses the entire issue of con-
text sensitive effects of action. Since the initial inten-
tion expansion choices are not made by back chaining
on the preconditions of actions or by minimizing differ-
ences between states, the problem of using an action’s
conditional effects does not come up. Since the pref-
erence ordering simply lists the actions in order, it. is
irrelevant to the algorithm if the effect that is to be
achieved is a "primary" or "secondary" effect of the
action.

Secondly, since the simulations that arc pcrformed
to verify the plan are done while the system is faced
with thc actual world, tile simulation can predict all
of tile effects of thc action. This allows the exami-
nation of the possible interactions bctwecn the action
and previously achieved goals and negative intentions
to include the conditional effects of the action as well
as the "primary" effects.

Related Work
In this section I will try to point out some of the im-
portant places where I have borrowed others idcas and
where this system diverges from those ideas. Clearly
ItPlanS takes a number of ideas with a number of
systems. For cxamplc, It shares the concept of plan-
ning onc step ahead with McDernmtt’s NASL (McDer-
mott 1978). experts with Sussman (Sussman 1975),
and the absence of a continuously maintained world
model is derived from Agre’s (Agre 1988) conception
of "leaning on the world." Its hierarchical nature is sim-
ilar to Georgeff’s PRS (Georgeff & Lansky 1987) and
Wilkins’ SIPE (Wilkins 1988) and can be contrasted
with the conception of hierarchical plans prcscnted by
Sacerdoti (Sacerdoti 1974) and McAllcstcr and Rosen-
blitt (McAIlester & Rosenblitt 1991}

These similarities notcd, ltPlanS is probably most
similar in design philosophy to Simmons and Davis’
GTD system (Simmons & Davis 1987}. They describe
a system which plans by means of a gcncrate, test
and debug algorithm which sounds remarkably like the
method I have described here. There arc however a
number of differences between ItPlanS and GTD. First
and probably most significantly ltPlanS is hicrarchical
and incrcmental in its expansion of goals. Thus, while
GTD is required to simulate thc performance of a lin-
ear series of actions, ItPlanS only simulates the next
action at each level of dccomposition. Thus GT1) is
required to model sequences of actions in the environ-
ment and maintain an extended world model, ltPlans,
on the othcr hand, can examine the actual world state
at each time point and answer the question, will the
action that is to be performed next actually achieve
its goal given the state of tim world. Thus, the incre-
mental and hierarchical expansion method of ItPlanS
mininfizes the cost of simulation.

Also, unlike GTD, the anytime formulation of It-
Plans gives it the flexibility to run optimization ex-
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perts when enough time is present. This makes GTD
more vulnerable to the order in which its plans are gen-
erated. For example, if GTD were to discover and ver-
ify a suboptimial plan, the system would be left with
this plan. ltPlanS on the other hand, if given more
time will be able to run optimizing experts which can
improve the plan.

Pednault (Pednanlt 1987) also gives treatment 
planning with actions that. have secondary effects.
While Pednault’s presentation is remarkably clear and
complete., the runtime of the solution he proposes
makes it inappropriate for resource bounded agents
(Bratman, Israel, & Pollack 1988; Dean & Boddy 1988:
Pollack 1991). This raises the obvious question of the
runtime of ItPlanS’ algorithm. Unfortunately since
there is no exhaustive list of experts and their com-
putational complexity, it is impossible to give a run-
time for the entire algorithm, lIowever if we tLssume
that the cost of the simulation step does not vary with
the level of the action in the hierarchy (an assump-
tion born out in this implementation), thon the ini-
tial expansion process and simulation for a single cycle
through the planner are both of order logk(n) where k
is the average branching factor for an action and n is
the number of steps in the complete expansion of the
goal. This means that in the best case the algorithm
requires ulogj:(n). As for a worst case analysis, this
would require an analysis of the experts used. Notice
however, since each iteration of the default expansion
phase of the algorithm introduces at most logk(n) new
actions to the plan and eact, ,~xpert should only need
to examine the new parts of the plan, it is not unrea-
sonable to predict that experts can be designed to fall
within this computational bound.

Conclusion
This paper has presented an implemented, hierarchi-
cal, incremental planning system designed to seriously
consider, plazl for, and use the context sensitive effects
of actions. It does this by eliminating preconditions in
favor of buihling default plans and using limited simu-
lation to identify problems with the plan that are then
corrected by experts.
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